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Introduction 
During the autumn semester of 2019, an interdisciplinary team of engineering students 
worked together to research and design sustainable solutions for community 
development in Kpando, Ghana.  

The program is set up as a semester long portion followed by an in-country trip. It 
consists of a three year cycle that involves the inspiration year, the ideation year, and 
the implementation year. During the inspiration year which took place during autumn 
semester of 2018, initial primary research was conducted to gather information on the 
scope of the various food economic systems in Kpando, Ghana.  

From this research, a focus on improving food preservation methods for okra, garden 
egg, and mango was recommended. This recommendation guided the project for the 
ideation year. During this year, various food preservation methods were explored and 
tested in the classroom. The team ultimately decided to pursue the topic of solar drying 
and built a prototype of a solar dryer to test in the country. 

Additionally, from the information gathered in the first year, the team had some 
knowledge on select methods of food preservation used in Kpando including modern 
refrigerators and coolers used by select members and organizations of the community. 
However, it became clear that information about the food preservation techniques used 
by average and lower income farmers and members of the community was lacking. 
Therefore, additional research was conducted to fill the gaps in the information 
collected. 
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Project Goal 
The main goal of this project was to develop a way to improve the preservation of crops 
produced during the rainy season in Kpando in order to increase the community’s 
access to food throughout the dry season. Currently, the community produces more 
food than can be consumed before the food begins to spoil/rot. Excess food is typically 
left to spoil in the field because the market is oversaturated with the same kinds of 
produce and the profit margin is very low. The team’s project aims to preserve a portion 
of the rainy season’s crops to prevent food waste as well as increase dry season food 
access.  

The team’s plan with this project is to start on the household scale focusing mainly on 
preservation of food for sustenance or another avenue for private income, and then 
expanding to include larger portions of the communities such as large scale farmers. 
Since there is a lack of produce during the dry season within the community, market 
prices also increase. By improving the food preservation methods of the community, this 
will allow farmers to have crops to sell during the dry season, allowing them to create 
income year round. In addition, since more crops will be available, the market price will 
decrease. This will allow other members of the community to purchase food at a lower 
price, thus improving both the economic situation for the buyer and the consumer. 

This project has high relevance to the members of the Kpando community. The success 
of this project is critical to improving access to food year-round as well as improving the 
economic situation of the market within the dry season.  
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People We Worked With  
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The Ohio State Team  

 

Meera Narayan 

Biomedical Engineering 

narayan.49@osu.edu 

 

Leila Akberdin  

Industrial Design 

akberdin.1@osu.edu 

 

Joseph Westover 

Chemical Engineering 

westover.27@osu.edu 
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Ohio State Faculty  

 

Dr. Barbara Kowalcyk  

Food Science and 
Technology - 

Environmental Health  

kowalcyk.1@osu.edu 

We discussed food safety 
concerns with her. 

 

Dr. Dennis Heldman 

Food Science and 
Technology - Food 

Engineering  

heldman.20@osu.edu 

We discussed optimizing 
our zero energy fridge 

design with him.  

 

Dr. Joel Paulson 

Chemical Engineering - 
Chemical Controls 

paulson.82@osu.edu 

We discussed potentially 
using a feedback controller 
to control a heater and fan 

in the solar dryer.  
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In-Country Connections 

 

Edem 

This is the in-country partner from UNiTED. 
Edem is available via What’sApp before you 
head to Ghana to answer any questions you 
may have about what to expect in-country 
and what supplies are available there. Edem 
has a solid network, and van to connect you 
to anyone you may need to talk to in-country 
as well.  

 

Rosemond 

This was our in-country translator. She 
studies nutrition in university.  

 

Okro  

Farming ~guru~. We sought out his advice for 
determining if our okra was dried enough.  

 



Background 

General 

Kpando is in the Volta Region of Ghana, named after Lake Volta, and has varied 
surrounding communities with economies based on agriculture, fishing, and trading. 
Many community members get their food from the market which occurs every four days. 
There are also vendors that sell produce and other food items at stands along the road. 
Some community members also grow dome food in gardens, however, from the team’s 
experience this is a rarity.  

Additionally, an initial phone call with the in-country partner Edem from UNiTED 
provided more information about the scope of the issues regarding food preservation in 
Kpando, Ghana. Around 30% of the fruits and vegetables that are grown each year are 
lost post-harvest due to spoilage. Also, sometimes there is difficulty keeping the 
produce fresh while transporting it from the farm to the market, and, according to the 
previous food information groups, during the time it is on display in the market. 

Furthermore, since foods grown in Kpando are annual and have distinct seasons, prices 
fluctuate dramatically. When the produce is in season, there tends to be an 
oversaturation of the same types of produce at the market. This causes sales prices to 
be very low, which can be beneficial for the consumer but detrimental for the farmer, 
since the profit is sometimes not even worth the cost of harvesting. On the other hand, 
when the food items are out of season and less abundant, the prices of the food rise 
dramatically and cause financial burden towards consumers.  

 

Climate 

The climate of Kpando is characterized as a “tropical zone” (Ibrahim, 2020) with a dry 
season and a rainy season. The dry season (also known as “Harmattan” in country) 
ranges from November to the end of January and the rainy season ranges from May to 
October. The change from the rainy season to the dry season is not always distinct and 
clearly recognized, however some signs that the dry season is approaching are that the 
rainfall will start to last for only 30 minutes at a time and the ground will begin to dry up. 
Also, with climate change, the rainy season can experience changes and Kpando may 
additionally see rain in September or February 
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Ghana’s EPA describes the effect of climate change on crops: “over the last decade 
[agriculture’s] contribution has declined from 51% to 36% of GDP...Increase in 
temperature, decrease in rainfall and its unpredictability is likely to jeopardize the 
employment of about 60% of the active population, the majority of whom are small scale 
rural farmers, resulting in unsustainable livelihoods with negative consequences for food 
insecurity, poverty, health, education, gender equality and environmental degradation” 
(Climate Change Impacts, n.d.). The Netherland’s Climate Change profile for Ghana 
says, “The country’s vulnerability is largely due to dependence on the production of 
crops that are sensitive to climate change, including cassava and cocoa, and by a lack 
of agricultural diversification” (Climate Change Profile Ghana, n.d.). Additionally, they 
mention that “Ghanaian farmers have identified erratic rainfall patterns, longer periods 
of Harmattan (hot desert winds) and desertification as the main current effects of 
climate change” (Climate Change Profile Ghana, n.d.). In terms of growing seasons, the 
profile says that while the season of food scarcity used to be April-July it has now 
increased to March-August (Climate Change Profile Ghana, n.d.) 

 

Social 

The team was interested in learning about the community structure and activities, as 
from the previous team reports, community interaction is an important aspect of daily 
life. Edem spoke about what the community likes to do together- he mentioned parties, 
dancing, and ceremonies such as birth-rights and funerals. They also enjoy playing 
sports like soccer and volleyball. Additionally, the community sets out days to go out 
together and clean the environment.  

As for community attitude towards new changes in diet, Food Team 2 from last year had 
warned against trying to implement drying foods as a solution to food spoilage due to a 
lack of interest (Debry et al., 2019), so the team asked Edem for his opinion on the 
subject. Though he mentioned that the community would prefer fresh foods, they are 
open to new ideas: the community would be willing to try eating dried, preserved 
produce in the dry season. Edem also mentioned that members of the community 
typically cook their food before they eat them. Garden egg and okra are typically boiled 
before they are eaten therefore the team believes there is potential for increased 
popularity of preserved foods if there is a way to cook the preserved food prior to eating. 
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Concept Development 
Brainstorming 

The team decided to approach the brainstorming process from a collaborative 
perspective (Figure 1) from the beginning, starting with two separate lines of thought: 
first, the fact that community and family ties were extremely important in Kpando and 
second, various methods of food preservation that the team was familiar with. From 
these two initial concepts, the team added links to related thoughts. From the 
importance of the community relationships, the team thought that the food preservation 
process could be made into a community event where people could spend quality time 
together, much like how gathering water has become an important period for socializing 
in women’s lives. To incorporate multiple families into a preservation process, the team 
imagined two possible routes- one large community based machine/process where food 
could be preserved in bulk, or smaller devices specific to each family that would be 
easily portable to take to gathering places. The process could even be incorporated into 
the popular restaurant in Ghana that previous students visited as part of the inspiration 
phase of this program; as it is already a gathering place for the community. Additionally, 
it could be another source of revenue for the owner/employees of the restaurant if 
community members paid to use the machine or processing ingredients. 

As for the methods of food preservation, the team thought of drying through use of heat, 
pressure, chemicals, canning, pickling, smoking, dehydrating, or steaming. Members of 
the team had heard of devices that used solar energy to purify water in plastic bags - 
the team wondered whether this principle could be put to use for either drying and/or 
sterilizing fruits or vegetables, and possibly recycle the discarded plastic water sachets 
to use in the process. The process of dehydrating for food preservation also seemed 
promising to the team: the team thought about both dehydration processes where the 
end result would be the dried fruit or vegetable, and also dehydration as a storage form 
for food to be rehydrated when necessary, especially as many of the vegetables are 
generally used in stews and rehydrating the vegetables would incorporate more easily 
into the community’s regular routines. The principles of canning were a topic that the 
team wished to explore further - members believed that the acidity of tomatoes aided 
the preservation of tomatoes through canning, so the team thought to use this natural 
feature to help preserve other vegetables too.  

Additionally, the team thought about food preservation techniques that did not directly 
involve the food products, but rather the way they were stored. An idea to design a 
container to protect from heat, pests, and moisture was pitched, perhaps based off of 
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zero energy refrigerator designs observed at an agricultural university in Honduras. 
Overall, the team generated many ideas going into the research stage - principal areas 
for research would be drying and canning techniques, zero energy food preservation 
techniques, and popular food preservation techniques for developing countries. 

 

Figure 1: Initial Brainstorming 

Literary Review and Initial Research 

After brainstorming, various methods of food preservation were explored to understand 
what processes may be most applicable to the communities in Kpando. Two 
overarching categories of preservation were researched: preservation through a change 
of form of the produce and preservation through extending the shelf-life of the produce. 
Below is an extended list of the various methods studied within these categories. 
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Preservation Through a Change of 
Form 

Preservation Through Extension of 
Shelf-Life 

1. Canning 
2. Solar Drying 
3. Electric Dehydration 
4. Chemical Additives 

1. Smart Packaging 
2. Zero Energy Refrigeration 
3. Natural Preservatives 
4. Silica 



 
Preservation Through a Change of Form: 
This category involves methods that change the overall composition or natural 
characteristics of the food. 
 

1. Canning Overview 

The process of canning centers around putting food into a jar and then using 
heat to kill bacteria in the food that would lead to spoilage. While the jar is being 
heated, the air inside is pushed out, which eliminates further sources of bacteria. 
Once the jar cools down, the jar develops a vacuum seal, which protects the food 
from being contaminated by the outside air. There are two types of canning: 
boiling water bath and pressure canning.  

Boiling water bath canning: This method is relatively simple. A bath of boiling 
water is created in a pot and then jarred food is placed into the bath. The jar 
needs to be entirely submerged in the bath, and left in long enough that the heat 
destroys all the bacteria. This type of canning only works for tomatoes and fruits.  

Pressure canning: This method is more complex and requires more equipment. A 
pressure cooker is required in order to achieve a minimum temperature of 240°F. 
The benefit of pressuring cooking is that this allows the water to achieve a 
temperature higher than the normal boiling point of water. The main reason for 
doing this is to kill clostridium botulinum spores, which is the bacteria that causes 
botulism. The bacteria itself will die at the normal boiling point of water, but their 
spores are able to survive higher temperatures. These spores are able to thrive 
in environments that lack air and have low acidity (pH > 4.6). Since vegetables 
are not acidic, this type of canning is absolutely necessary for preserving 
vegetables (Canning & Preserving, 2008).  

Can adding acid circumvent the need for a pressure cooker: The team 
questioned whether or not adding acid would allow them to prepare produce in 
the boiling water bath method instead. We theorized that the acidity of tomatoes 
would be enough to help lower the overall pH within the jar if canned with other 
produce. Tomato acidity can vary widely as a result of the variety of tomato, the 
conditions it grew in, and how mature the fruit is. As a result of this, the “USDA 
recommends adding acid to all home-canned tomatoes and tomato products” 
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5. Blanching 
6. Smoking 
7. Pickling 



(University of Minnesota, 2018). Therefore, just canning vegetables with 
tomatoes would not allow the team to circumvent the team to not use a pressure 
cooker. Additional forms of acid can be added which include: lemon juice, citric 
acid, and vinegar.  

The team was unsuccessful in finding a reliable article on whether or not adding 
acid to vegetables would create an environment safe enough to just use the 
boiling water bath method. Therefore, we have decided that route is not safe to 
pursue. Even if the addition of acid would result in a safe environment for 
storage, the acid would alter the taste of the food, and would likely just be a 
pickling process at that point. Based on the data collected from the team that 
went the first year, the Ghanians do not like the flavor of their food to be heavily 
altered by the preservation method. Therefore, this method and the pickling 
process does not seem to solve the problem at hand. Pressure canning could be 
a viable route, but the team does have several concerns. The equipment could 
be more complex, and if it breaks someone would need to be trained on how to 
fix it. In addition, if the process is not conducted properly, botulism could develop, 
which could lead to people getting ill if the food was still ingested. There are 
signs to tell if a jar has botulism, but these could easily be forgotten or ignored by 
the town.  

 

2. Solar Drying Over View: 

This method involves a device called a solar dryer or solar oven, which utilizes 
the sun’s heat to remove water from the produce. A solar dryer is an enclosed 
structure that utilizes mirrors or dark colored absorbing material to concentrate 
heat to dry food without connection to the power grid. It works best in low 
humidity climates with temperatures above 100°F (Palmer, 2014). The Ghanian 
climate is more humid, but the team was able to find a design for a solar drier 
that works in climates with higher humidity (Robishaw, 2006). This method would 
allow consumers to dry their produce and preserve them for a longer period of 
time. Additionally, there is potential for the dried produce to be rehydrated and 
added back into traditional cooking recipes. The team believes this method may 
offer opportunities in integrating the preservation method into the current 
environment of Kpando since the preserved food could potentially be integrated 
into existing recipes.  

Ways to increase effectiveness of solar drying on produce: (SunWorks 
Technologies LLC, 2018):  
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A. Maximize the amount of heat that gets into the system. Higher heats allow 
for faster drying to occur 

B. Provide proper ventilation. This allows the vapor water to exit the system 
while also taking in hot, dry air  

C. Cut the produce so that the flesh is showing. The skin is the thickest part 
of the produce, which makes it the hardest area for water to leave through  

D. Leave space in between each piece of produce. This allows for ample air 
flow, which will allow water vapor to be removed.  

E. Maximize surface area when cutting the produce. This allows for more 
areas for the water to escape through (Mathlouth, 2003). 

F. Addition of mirrors. Mirrors allow heat to be reflected within the solar drier 
and allows for faster drying as a result of higher temperatures (Omehe, 
2015) 

G. Material color. By choosing a black material, this will enable light to 
convert to heat, which will thus raise the temperature of the dryer and 
improve drying (ClimateTechWiki, 2010)  

 

Figure 2: Image and Schematic of a DIY designed solar dryer from (Scanlin, 
2014). 

3. Electric Dehydration Overview: 

This method involves using the heat from an oven or electric dehydrator to 
remove water from the produce. A typical oven dehydrator is run at 145-150°F 
and takes 10-20 hours to dry the produce 
(Palmer, 2014).  
 

4. Chemical Additives Overview: 

Chemical preservation involves the addition of additives to food after it has 
already been dried in order to increase the food’s shelf-life stability. According to 
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Wikipedia, the typical additives used to increase the shelf-life are: potassium 
metabisulfite, BHA, and BHT (Wikipedia, 2013). The article states that without 
the addition of these chemicals the food that has been dried might need to be 
kept cold in a fridge or freezer in order to store the food for a greater period of 
time.  

 
5. Blanching Overview: 

Blanching is a process that can assist with decreasing the time it takes to dry 
produce. The process involves steaming or boiling the produce for a short period 
of time. Benefits: By blanching food prior to drying, this “stops enzymatic 
reactions within the foods, which slows down decomposition” (Neverman, 2017). 
In addition, this also weakens the chemical structure of the produce’s skin, which 
makes it easier for water to pass through the skin and leave. Lastly, the heat 
from the blanching process helps kill any harmful bacteria that might be in the 
vegetable.  

 

6. Smoking Overview: 

Smoking works to preserve food in several different ways. First, the heat from the 
smoke destroys bacteria. Secondly, the formaldehyde and alcohols produced 
from the smoke are preservatives, and when they come into contact with food, 
they help to preserve it. Lastly, the heat causes moisture to exit from the food, 
creating an environment unfavorable to bacterial growth (Livestrong, n.d.). These 
three factors all contribute to improving the shelf life of the smoked food.  

 

7. Pickling Overview: 

Pickling can work in two different ways, depending on the type of solution used to 
pickle. The first type of pickling is by using vinegar. This has a low pH that kills off 
many bacteria types, and prevents their growth. The second type is to use a 
saline solution to ferment the produce. Fermentation creates an environment 
favorable to beneficial bacteria, while being unfavorable to the growth of harmful 
bacteria. While pickling preserves food, it will also alter the flavor of the food 
(Science of Pickles, n.d.).  
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Preservation Through an Extension of Shelf-Life: 
This category involves methods that do not change the composition of the food but 
rather allows for the life-span of the food to be extended. 
 

1. Smart Packaging Overview: 

According to the World Food Preservation Center, “as food deteriorates it 
respires, consuming oxygen and releasing carbon dioxide. The regulation of 
these gasses in packages and containers has been found to be a very effective 
way to control the freshness of harvested commodities” 
(worldfoodpreservationcenter.com). There are four different types of packaging 
that work to preserve food products: passive, active, smart, and intelligent 
(Nicoletti et al., 2017). Typical packaging is “passive”, and is basically just a 
cover for the food. (Nicoletti et al., 2017) “Active” packaging includes materials 
that “react to various stimuli, in order to keep the internal environment favorable 
for the maintenance of the quality of the products… the involved activity could be 
the presence of oxygen scavenger ot anti-ROS activity” (Nicoletti et al., 2017). 
Smart packaging includes “chemicals, electrical, electronic or mechanical 
technology… that adds features such that packaging becomes an irreplaceable 
part of the whole product” (Nicoletti et al., 2017). In intelligent packaging, 
information is available through the package about the freshness of the food 
within (Nicoletti et al., 2017). There are difficulties regarding packaging 
development. Intelligent packages require legal permission for commercial 
applications (Müller et al., 2019), and are “more complex compared to traditional 
packaging systems, and hence, are more prone to regulatory compliance” 
(Leblanc, 2019). Additionally, “issues of sustainability arise as technology 
involves the use of sensors and batteries that are challenging to recycle” 
(Leblanc, 2019). 

2. Zero-Energy Refrigeration: 

Refrigeration is a current solution to preventing spoilage in developed countries, 
but in areas where access to electricity is limited or unreliable, the system must 
be adapted. Two possible solutions are solar refrigerators and zero-energy 
refrigerators. Solar refrigerator systems use solar panels and often mirrors to 
focus the heat, and some designs use possible trash like old car parts, which 
reduces waste in the environment and decreases production cost (Kanellos, 
2007). Zero-energy refrigerators are constructed by building one container inside 
of another, placing sand between the two spaces, and covering the whole system 
with a material like dried grass (Roy et al., n.d.). An example of this can be seen 
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in Figure 3 below. This construction prevented mangoes from spoiling 3-4 days 
longer. (Roy et al.) This kind of technology has been used in different locations 
around the world- one team member first came across this cooling chamber at 
the University of Zamorano in Honduras. Many examples can be found in India 
(Roy et al., n.d). These chambers have been found to decrease the temperature 
inside by 10-15 degrees (Zero Energy Cool Chamber, n.d). 

 

Figure 3: Example of a Zero Energy Cooling Chamber (Roy, S.K.) 

3. Natural Preservatives Methods Overview: 

Two different existing products were examined that employ different natural 
components to increase the life-span of produce. These products were the Fresh 
Paper and Apeel Spray. 
 
Fresh Paper is a 5 in x 5 in paper infused with a variety of antifungal and 
antibacterial spices that inhibits “inhibit bacterial and fungal growth as well as 
enzymes that cause over-ripening” (Fresh Paper, 2017) Some benefits of this 
paper include the fact that by simply placing a sheet of paper near the produce, 
the paper is able to extend the shelf life of the produce to about 2-4x as long. 
Additionally, the paper is made of all natural ingredients and can be reused for up 
to about a month. Also, after the paper has reached its lifespan, it can then be 
composted. 
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Figure 4: Screenshot of FreshPaper preservation method (FRESHPAPER for 
Produce). 

Apeel Produce Spray 

This preservation method works by creating a layer on the outer layer of the 
produce that inhibits water leaving the produce and oxidation. The spray is 
sourced from natural ingredients, making it a safe and sustainable preservation 
method (Apeel Sciences, n.d.).  

 

Figure 5: Screenshot from Appel Sciences detailing their preservation method 
(Home) 

4. Silica Overview: 

The team also investigated using silica gel as a means of increasing the shelf-life 
of preserved foods due to its desiccant properties, reusability, and cost 
effectiveness. Silica gel is a very common chemical typically seen in little packets 
in a variety of consumer products. The reason it is added to many products is 
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because of its desiccant properties, which means it can absorb water vapor. 
According to howstuffworks, this property “can limit the growth of mold and 
reduce spoilage”  (HowStuffWorks, 2018). By removing water vapor from dried 
foods, the shelf-life can be increased. Silica can also be added to storage 
containers for foods that haven’t been dried as well, and could help improve their 
shelf-life. Reusability: Another important feature of silica is its reusability. There is 
a type of silica gel that will change color once it has been saturated with water 
and can hold no more. Once the color changes, this would indicate that the silica 
needs to be restored to its dry state. This can be done by using heat to dry the 
silica. One of the concerns of using the color changing silica is that the chemical 
that causes the color change may be considered toxic (Chandradhas, 2019). 
This concern should not be extremely serious though since the silica should not 
be consumed. In addition, there are certain colors that are considered less toxic 
(orange and green) so those ones should be used instead of the blue and pink 
ones. Cost-effectiveness: In addition, silica gel is relatively inexpensive. It cost $9 
for 45g of the color indicating silica on Amazon. Since this is reusable it would 
just be a one time investment. 

Team’s Analysis of Various Preservation Methods 

After exploring various preservation methods, the team narrowed down which paths to 
pursue. Their reasoning is shown in the table below. For a more in-depth description, 
please see Appendix A. Below there are methods for preserving food and methods for 
storing preserved food. Our team focused primarily on preserving food because that 
was the most pressing issue at hand. How food is stored after it is preserved is also 
critical to how long its shelf-life is. Although we did not investigate it, we strongly 
recommend looking into better storage methods if time permits.  
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Method 
Continue 

Pursuing?  
✓ = Yes 
X = No 

Reasoning 

Chemical 
additives X 

● Adverse health effects  
● Unsustainable (many of these 

additives are synthetically made and 
would need to be imported) 

● Alter taste of food (unfavorable to the 
Ghanaians) 
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Pickling  X ● Alter taste of food 

Smoking X 

● fire was not controllable, and could 
potentially cook the food versus drying 
the food to make it last longer 

● Alter taste of food 

Electric 
Dehydrator X 

● Unreliability of electricity in Kpando 
● Complex machinery (replacement 

parts likely unavailable & would need 
to train them how to fix it) 

Canning X 

● Requires electricity 
● Complex machinery 
● If used improperly, bacteria could still 

grow and cause serious illness 

Blanching ✓ ● Lengthy process, but could speed up 
drying 

Fresh Paper ✓ 

● Hard to replicate technology 
● Could be beneficial to look into how 

natural additives may help increase 
shelf-life though  

Smart packaging  ✓ 

● “Active” packaging seemed to be a 
reasonable (silica gel or spices) 

● “Smart” and “intelligent” packaging 
was thought to be out of the scope of 
this course due to the level of 
complication and the legal 
requirements 

● Controlling oxygen concentrations can 
further increase the shelf life 

Silica Gel  ✓ 

● Food safe 
● Doesn’t alter flavor 
● Removes excess moisture & could 

extend shelf-life of a preserved food 
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● Can recharge the silica (i.e. remove 
the water in there so it can gather 
more)  

● Would need to use after a preservation 
method has been applied  

Spices ✓ 
● Natural preservative  
● Would need to use after a preservation 

method has been applied  

Zero-energy 
fridge  ✓ 

● No energy input required 
● Simple design 
● Increase shelf-life of food by keeping 

the food at a cooler temperature 
● Potential to create mycotoxins and 

mold inside the container 

Solar drier  ✓ 

● Simple design 
● Replaceable parts 
● Removes moisture from food to help 

increase shelf-life 



Design Selection 

From the information gathered during the literature review, the team narrowed in on a 
few promising ideas to explore in a decision matrix: 

1. Canning 
2. Zero-Energy Evaporative Cooling Chamber 
3. Solar Drying  
4. Natural Life Extenders 

Design Criteria 
Different design criteria were then developed for use within a design matrix to help us 
understand how methods compared against one another and what methods should be 
explored further. 
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Criteria Description 

Low Maintenance Time spent on using/maintaining the device each day. 

1. Time < 10 minutes = (+) 
2. 10 < Time < 20 = (0) 
3. Time > 30 = (-) 

Food Safety Preservation method presents no increased risk of illness from 
food. 

Off of the power 
grid 

Preservation method does not utilize electricity specifically 
from the power grid. (Solar energy is seen as an “off-the grid” 
method) 

Nutrient Retention Preservation method does not rob food of its nutrients. 

In-Country 
Materials 

Preservation method can be implemented with materials found 
in the target country . 

Durability of Tech Length of time preservation technology lasts: 

1. < 1 year = (-)  
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2. 1-2 year = (0)  

3. 2+ years = (+)  

Longevity Of Food Preservation method allows for food that lasts more than one 
week; this is extremely important because it is the main goal of 
the preservation process. However, both short-term and 
long-term preservation are desired for different purposes 

Easy Usability Preservation method does not require more than basic training 
to understand how to use the device  

Community 
Engagement 

Preservation method has the ability to become a social 
component of the community. 

Environmental 
Impact 

Preservation method limits single-use products; no emissions, 
does not generate litter. 

Food Taste Preservation method maintains the taste of the original food. 
This is extremely important because if the food taste is not 
appealing, the technology for the solution will not be important, 
as no one will be interested in using it 



Decision Matrix 

 

Figure 6: Decision Matrix 

Based on the decision matrix, the team decided that the best route, at first, for this 
project was to explore the zero energy fridge concept. This route had the most positive 
components in comparison to the other technologies. The team continued to investigate 
food safety and examples of zero energy fridges, and to set a plan for developing 
community interest and engagement in the construction of a zero energy fridge in 
Kpando. Additionally, the team recognized a need to consider longer term food 
preservation solutions as well. During the time in Ghana, the team planned to bring 
images and information about the solar dryer to members of the communities around 
Kpando to test attitudes toward the drying process and the resulting food product. 
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Prototyping and Expert Feedback 

During the prototyping phase, the Food Preservation team planned to construct a 
smaller version of the zero energy cooling chamber. Bricks and sand were purchased, 
but Lowe’s ran out of the type of brick, causing a delay in the construction of the 
prototype. Within this period of time, the team sought advice from two professors, Dr. 
Barbara Kowalcyk and Dr. Dennis Heldman, who specialize in Food Safety and Food 
Engineering, respectively.  
 
The team described to Dr. Kowalcyk their chosen prototype design, the evaporative 
cooler, along with the secondary design they were planning: the solar dryer. Dr. 
Kowalcyk raised many important points regarding the safety of both devices. First, she 
mentioned the possibility of listeria in both designs. Since listeria is an environmental 
pathogen, it may be present in the soil and can be deadly to people with compromised 
immune systems. It would be in the air particles, so both the air in the cooling chamber 
and the air flowing into the solar dryer could be affected, making the produce unsafe to 
eat. Cool, dark, and humid areas are places where listeria can thrive - all of which are 
characteristics of the inside of the evaporative cooling chamber. A filter could be used to 
protect against the air contamination, preventing dust, moisture, and bugs from entering 
the system. In addition, cooking the produce could help to decrease the threat of illness 
from listeria. She also mentioned mycotoxins as the next largest concern, along with E. 
Coli, salmonella, and animal exposure being possible dangers as well. Because of 
these possible health hazards, Dr. Kowalcyk suggested that the team make 
recommendations for how long the produce should remain in the fridge, and warned 
that there may not be visual signs of bacteria on affected food. She also said that 
despite visual signs, she has personally seen people eating food that had unsafe 
bacterial growth occurring during her time in Ethiopia. When the team asked about 
vacuum sealing for evaporative cooler or for use in a pressure canning system, Dr, 
Kowalcyk said to beware of botulism, which becomes a problem when oxygen is limited.  
 
Next the team spoke to Dr. Heldman. He showed the team the WFLO Commodity 
Storage Manual which showed how long fruits and vegetables could be stored at 
different temperatures. The ideal storage for okra was between 45-50 degrees at 
90-95% humidity. Mangoes could be kept for 2-3 weeks at 55 degrees and 90-95% 
humidity. At 60 degrees, Dr. Heldman loosley interpolated that they could last about a 
week at 60 degrees, which the team mentioned was a goal for the cooler. For eggplant 
stored at 46-54 degrees, they could last 1-2 weeks, and he conjectured that with the 
cooling chamber the team could perhaps preserve eggplant for 1 week or 10 days. 
When asked if high pressure environments could decrease bacterial growth, Dr. 
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Heldman mentioned it was true; however, very high pressure is needed, and equipment 
that is able to generate these pressures requires extra safety measures and caution. 
Additionally, Dr. Heldman warned against a list of foodborne illnesses such as listeria 
and E. Coli and said to follow procedure for hygienic food preparation. Lastly, for the 
zero energy cooler, Dr. Heldman warned against radiant heat and suggested using a 
roof that would reflect the rays. 
 
With this new information, it was decided that the team would focus on okra and garden 
egg, two vegetables that are typically cooked in Ghanaian cuisine. Mango, when eaten 
uncooked, would be more susceptible to being a carrier for foodborne illness. To further 
their proof of concept, the team performed calculations to find the lowest possible 
temperature the zero energy cooling chamber could achieve based on the average 
temperature in the dry season and the humidity levels.  
 
Based on these calculations, the temperature difference was not large enough between 
the environment and the inside of the cooling chamber. At the most, when conditions 
were 38 degrees celsius and 57% humidity, the chamber could only be cooled by 7.4 
degrees. This information was determined using a psychrometric chart calculator. When 
coupled with the foodborne illness concerns associated with storage in that 
environment, the amount of water the system would use, and the resulting minimal 
change in temperature, the team decided that they would not pursue the zero-energy 
cooling chamber further.  
 
The team revisited their decision matrix to decide on a course of action, and 
re-evaluated the device they had planned on interviewing people about when in-country: 
the solar dryer. One of the main reasons that the team decided not to pursue the solar 
dryer originally was because of their concern that the internal temperature would not be 
able to reach the necessary drying temperature. In order for food to dry, it must be in a 
temperature range of 86-140°F (Harrison, n.d.) . If temperatures do not reach 86°F the 
food will not properly dry. The team then decided to develop a solar drier and conduct 
tests on it to see if achieving 86°F internally is feasible. 
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Solar Dryer Prototype 

The Solar dryer concept is based off of previous capstone explorations. A figure of how 
the solar dryer works can be seen below (Figure 7). Air will first flow through the initial 
air intake channel found at the bottom of the ramp. A filter made of cloth with either rice 
or charcoal was considered being added to decrease the humidity of the air when it 
enters the system. Ultimately this feature was not added but could be a potential 
avenue for exploration in the future. This air will then be heated by the energy absorbed 
and converted to heat by the black painted wood found beneath a sheet of plexiglass. 
This air will then travel up through the produce inside the drying chamber, and reduce 
the moisture content within the produce; drying it out as a result. The produce will be 
resting on removable stainless steel trays. The air will then flow out the top of the 
chamber. The model that this team based this model off can be found in source: 
(Omehe, 2015). Specifically, the team looked into the energy necessary to dry out okra 
to determine whether the dryer would be able to produce the necessary heat. It was 
calculated that the amount of energy that can be absorbed by the black paint is greater 
than the energy necessary to heat the volume of air in an oven to 150 degrees 
Fahrenheit: 760,320 J versus 26,490 J. Therefore, the team believes the solar dryer will 
be able to dry out the okra. This calculation can be found in the appendices. 

 
Figure 7: Explanation of how the solar dryer prototype works. Pictures are actual 

photos of the final prototype in action. 
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An initial prototype can be seen in Figure 8. This prototype was intended to understand 
the build of the solar dryer and the scale that would be able to travel from the USA to 
Ghana. Through this initial prototype, it was determined that the solar dryer needed to 
be designed with the ability to be dismantled in order to facilitate ease of travel. 
Furthermore, in order to increase the amount of heat produced by the dryer, and air flow 
into the dryer, adding additional ramps to the other sides of the device will be 
considered. The team hypothesizes that this will allow the device to absorb more energy 
as the sun travels across the sky. 
 
The final prototype can be seen in Figure 9. The prototype previously mentioned was 
rebuilt to a higher quality than the initial prototype for travel to Ghana. A door with hinge 
was added for easier accessibility.  

 
Figure 8: Initial Prototype of Solar Dryer 
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Figure 9: Final Prototype 

 
When designing the prototype, the team considered making the design such that the 
addition of a heater could be added if necessary. The team spoke with professor Joel 
Paulson, a chemical controls professor in the chemical engineering department, to get 
advice on how to best control the heater. After the conversation with professor Paulson, 
the team has decided that using a thermal sensor feedback system would be a feasible 
way of controlling the heater, that could be implemented by future teams dependent on 
the success of the basic prototype. A schematic for this is featured below in Figure 10. 
A thermal sensor would be added into the chamber to determine the internal 
temperature of the system. It would be attached to an arduino board to process the 
thermal reading, and relay this information back to a heater. The team would program 
the board to turn on the heater any time the thermal sensor measured the s+ystem 
temperature below 85°F. In addition, the team would program the arduino to keep the 
heat level at around 100°F, and program the upper limit to be 130°F. If the upper limit 
was reached, the arduino would lower the heater until it reached 100°F again. This is a 
safe guard so that the food does not pass 140°F and get cooked. All of this technology 
would be powered by a solar panel. This plan could be further researched and executed 
if the prototype described below does not meet the desired temperature. 
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Figure 10: Feedback Controller Design Schematic 
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In-Country Research and Testing Methods 
When the team reached Kpando, they first put together the prototype that had been built 
in Columbus. It had been designed in a modular fashion; thus, it simply required a drill 
and screws to be placed before it was functional again. The prototype was put together 
as specified previously. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: The team reassembles the prototype 

The team placed the solar drier into an area of the UNiTED yard that was in the sun, 
with a temperature and humidity probe inside. Okra (fresh and dried) and garden egg 
were then purchased from the Kpando market. In the market, the team observed one of 
the vegetable vendors drying okra in the sun- it was chopped into pieces and left in a 
tray on the side of the market street. It was uncovered and thus exposed to the 
elements, as can be seen in Figure 12 below. It took some time for the team to find 
dried okra to purchase in the market, but fresh okra was easy to find. They each cost 
about 2 cedi for a cup. 

A few pieces of full okra and one eggplant were kept whole, and the rest of the produce 
was sliced. The full pieces were weighed together and the chopped pieces were 
weighed together on a scale, and all weights were recorded. All of the vegetables, both 
sliced and whole, were placed on the drying racks within the solar dryer. The solar dyer 
was placed in the sun and left out during the day. The team would periodically check the 
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temperature within the drier and the texture of the food. At night, the solar drier was 
brought into the house. The produce was re-weighed each morning. 

 

Figure 12: Okra drying on the side of the market street 

 

Figure 13 and 14: Sliced eggplant and okra being weighed before being placed into the 
solar dryer 
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Figure 15 (left): View of vegetables inside solar dryer  

Figure 16: The solar dryer at work in the UNiTED yard  

 

To compare the weights of in-country fresh okra versus in-country dried okra, a cup was 
filled with dried okra and then fresh okra and the weights were recorded.  
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Figures 17 and 18: Comparing weights of fresh versus dried okra purchased in the 
market 

The team then visited Kafui’s uncle, who is an okra farmer, and visited a hardware 
store. Everything that was used to construct the prototype could be found in the local 
hardware store, with the exception of food safe trays and food safe black paint. This 
includes wooden boards, wooden beams, glass, hinges, screws, and drills. Edem 
believes the missing items could be found in Ho. 

The following day, the team visited a village about 20 minutes out of Kpando called 
Adope. The team conducted three interviews with three separate households, regarding 
the current practices in food preservation, handling of okra, and attitudes towards solar 
drying. A user journey map was created by the team with the help of the interviewees, 
to track the life cycle of okra from purchase to consumption. Later in the week, the team 
went back to the same village, and was able to speak to two out of the three original 
households, and one more new household. The team brought sheets with various 
methods of preservation pictured on it, including drying, salting, canning, pickling, and 
freezing, and asked the participants to point out the best, worst, and most affordable 
options. Then, the prototype was shown to the participants, and the team asked for their 
opinions about it and how it could be improved. They were also asked to mark possible 
changes on a picture of the prototype. 

 

Figure 19: An example photo of the user journey map 
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Data/Results 
Below are the numerical results from the in-country testing of the prototype. Full 
interview notes can be found in Appendix 1, and synthesized information is present in 
the following report section. 

 

Table 1 below shows how the weight of the vegetables decreases as time passes in the 
solar dryer. 

Table 1: Measurements of weight of vegetables dried in the solar drier each day 

*Measurements taken in the evening of January 2nd (as compared to the morning of the 
other days). Data was not collected for the slices as people were handling them during 
the community viewing and some pieces were given away 

 

Table 2 shows the weight comparison of purchased in-country dried okra and fresh 
okra. The dried okra weight is 26.6% of the fresh okra weight. 

Table 2: Weights of one mug each of dried okra and fresh okra 
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Time Whole Okra 
Weight (g) 

Sliced Okra 
Weight (g) 

Whole Garden 
Egg Weight (g) 

Sliced Garden 
Egg Weight (g) 

Dec 30th 26 107 33 75 

Dec 31st 21 26 36 16 

Jan 1 15 19 28 7 

Jan 2* 10 - 28 - 

Fresh Okra Weight (g) Dried okra weight (g) 

120 32 



Table 3 shows the temperature/climate conditions relating to the solar dryer. The 
measured humidity was much less than was expected from out of country research. 

Table 3: Temperature and Humidity Measurements from inside of the solar dryer 

 

The team brought samples of the in-country purchased dried okra and the team’s dried 
okra with the idea of having both samples tested in a food safety lab. However, the 
week following the return from the trip, the team’s dried okra was observed to have 
become moldy. It is unknown whether the sample had become contaminated with water 
while being packaged for transport, or the okra had not been dried enough for 
preservation. 
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Hottest temperature recorded in the dryer 108 degrees Fahrenheit 

Range of recorded humidity values 25%-54% 



Synthesis/Analysis 
From the interview with Kafui’s uncle, the okra farmer, the team learned about the 
growing sequence of okra. Farmers get seeds from Accra or from other successful 
farmers. Men plant the okra by hand- Kafui’s uncle mentioned needing about 8-9 
workers for this. There are different types of okra that they plant each season, but 
Angola is the most popular. Irrigation comes from rain water or Lake Volta depending on 
the season. Women come for 4-5 days (at 3-4 day intervals) for the harvesting process, 
and they are paid 10 cedi when they come. They use a knife to cut the okra pieces off 
the stalks, then they put them into baskets and send it to the market. The woman of the 
house or middlemen, who are often women, take the crop to the markets in Kpando, 
Accra, or Ho. The farmers practice no preservation methods for the okra. Frustrations 
for the farming cycle include nematodes destroying plants. During the rainy season, 
farmers can take courses at the irrigation office. As for the garden egg process, they are 
grown in the rainy season in a very tedious process that employs between 10-25 
people. It is more difficult to grow and also spoils more quickly than okra 

.  

Figure 20: The Okra Farm 

Okro, a farming expert in Kpando, also gave the team valuable information. He 
mentioned that nothing can be dried between May and August, due to the weather, and 
drying okra is more common in the north of the country than in Kpando. In current 
drying practice in Kpando, okra is dried for 1 week in the sun; the way to tell that the 
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okra is done drying is to break the okra. It should come apart with a “snap”. Okro, and 
the translator Rosemond, also mentioned that other vegetables and spices are often 
dried, but garden egg is not one of them- they lose their water-soluble nutrients when 
dried. 

From the consumer interview information in Adope, the team was able to draw a 
general life cycle for okra. First, okra is purchased in the market, usually by the woman 
head of the household. Usually they only purchase what they are going to use that day- 
anything leftover is placed in a plastic bag, or placed on the roof to collect dew at night, 
and is kept until a certain amount of time has passed (for example, one woman told us 
three days) or until the okra had become hard. The okra is then washed, sliced, and 
typically cooked in boiling water to be used in a stew. Dried okra is powdered and mixed 
into stew as a thickener. The dried okra is never used as is or rehydrated in its full form, 
as people do not generally like the texture. Personal taste varies between preference for 
dried or fresh okra, and what they buy is also determined by cost. Only one household 
reported that they would be interested in dried garden eggs, but multiple households 
mentioned being interested in using the solar dryer to dry fish. 

 

Figure 21: An example of how okra is prepared and served with banku in a restaurant 
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Table 4 below details the change in weight from fresh produce until their last 
measurement after drying. Both of the sliced vegetables had a percent weight lower 
than the in-country purchased dried okra. 

 

Table 4: The change in weight of the vegetables post-drying compared to pre-drying 

Figures 22 and 23 show the okra and garden egg after several days in the solar dryer. 
The pieces are brittle and break with a “snap”. However, the sliced okra is still much 
softer than the dried okra purchased at the Kpando market. 

 

Figures 22 and 23: The okra and garden egg from the solar dryer 
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Okra slices Full Okra Garden Egg 
Slices 

Full Garden 
Egg 

Purchased 
Dried Okra 

17.8% 38.4% 9.33% 84.8% 26.6% 



The table below details the synthesized data from the interviews conducted in Adope. 
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Positive Feedback about the Prototype  

 
Faster than what they use to dry (time decreased by about 1/2) 

 

Protects food from flies & prevents eggs from being laid on them  

 

Affordable  
 

*They said 150-200 cedi was an acceptable price, and they would 
pay more with design additions such as a solar panel 

 

The team’s dried okra is preservative free & still green  
 

*They prefer this over the market's black okra from the ash they use 
to remove moisture 

 

Feasible in-country construction 
 

*There are people in town who could build this if they were given a 
diagram 
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Constructive Feedback on the Prototype 

Con Improvement 

Food fell off the shelves and into the 
bottom of the unit when we pulled it out 

Put walls on the shelf (similar to a baking 
pan; example below), but ensure airflow 

with holes  

 
 

Dust accumulates on the ramp face 
decreasing the sunlight intake  

They said they would be willing to wipe this 
off daily. Would recommend bringing a 

microfiber cloth 

Rainwater could leach through the wood Waterproof the outside 

Rainwater could reach the bottom of the 
design Increase stand height 

Rainwater could enter the holes on the 
top 

Covers for the holes on top so that rain 
doesn’t fall in (we used elbow PVC pieces to 

do this)  

Bugs could enter the holes on top Add a wire mesh to the PVC elbow 

Bugs could eat through the wood  Treat the wood. They have a specific 
chemical there to prevent this 

Different heights of users. Uncomfortable 
to stoop or reach high above head 

Make the height adjustable; example below 

 
Or ensure that it is low enough for the 

average child to reach it while still being 
comfortable for adult use. 

Our design was too small for some 
people 

Scaled up design for people who want to dry 
more produce 

Hard to move around 
Add wheels for easier movement. Also add a 

handle to easily push it. Note: the ground there 
is either muddy or like a loose dirt so would 

need a wheel type that could handle this 
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Constructive Feedback on the Prototype Continued 

Con Improvement 

Humidity levels could be lower inside the 
unit 

More holes on the top for moisture to 
escape  

OR 
Filter (we looked at charcoal or rice) in the 
ramp to remove air moisture entering the 

unit 
OR 

Install a solar powered fan inside the unit 

Increased air flow could potentially speed 
up the drying process 

They would like to see if an additional ramp 
would help 

Increased heat capture could potentially 
speed up the drying process 

Add aluminum insulation inside the unit 
(they mentioned something called agava 

sheet)  
OR 

Construct the unit out of galvanized steel to 
trap in more heat 

Doesn’t dry the food at night 
Install a solar panel powered heater (they 
said they would be willing to pay max 300 

cedi if it could dry at night)  

If bought design pre-assembled it could 
break while being transported  

Prefer an unscrewed model kit that they 
could build at home 



Additional Feedback  

Okra is a naturally slimy vegetable. Although this is often undesirable in the US, the 
Ghanaians actually like the sliminess. The team questions if this texture would return 
after rehydrating the dried okra, but did not have time to investigate this.  

After getting to speak to some farmers, the team learned that fresh garden eggs spoil in 
3 days. For this reason, they are looking to dry their produce in 3-4 days.  

Some people that we spoke to believed that it would be better if people at home owned 
the solar dryers versus having the farmers owning them. The farmers benefit from 
selling in the dry season because there is a shortage of okra supply, and the price of 
okra goes up. When talking to a farmer, they did not seem interested in using the dryer 
since they are already very busy picking the okra and transporting it to the market. The 
team felt that we shouldn’t necessarily discount farmers as potential users, but picking a 
target audience to specifically build the prototype for is important moving forward.  

There were also people who were interested in using the solar drier to dry fish. The 
team did not further investigate this as a potential use of the drier since there is 
currently a method in place to preserve fish (smoking). In addition, the team felt that 
there might be sanitation concerns if the fish wasn’t properly dried. There was also 
concern of putting fish in the same device used to treat raw produce. Produce and meat 
should always be kept separate to prevent cross-contamination, so a separate drier 
would be needed if they wanted to dry fish in it.  

Though people enjoyed the taste of dried mango that the team brought with them as 
samples, to protect against foodborne illness, it would probably be best practice to cook 
everything fully after it has been dried when the consumer wants to eat the food. Further 
information on food safety, including questions about listeria and other environmental 
toxins, should be considered. A possible contact for this information is Dr. Barabara 
Kowalcyk in the Food Science department at OSU. 
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Conclusions 
The team found that the prototype was successful, as there was approximately a 75% 
weight reduction of the produce after being in the dryer. Although the project did 
succeed in matching or exceeding the weight reduction achieved by in-country current 
drying methods, there is still much room for improvement. Below, the team has outlined 
recommendations for the best course of action for the next team to continue this project.  

Moving Forward  

First and foremost, the team recommends referring to the Constructive Feedback on the 
Prototype table. This table outlines the issues with the dryer that was noticed in-country, 
and the team feels that working to address these issues is the most effective course of 
action. That being said, the team understands that there were a lot of potential 
improvements. Please note that many of these are essentially small tweaks to the 
design though, so it would be beneficial to evaluate each change one at a time to find 
what works best. 
 
The team does want to note that they are unsure whether adding electrically powered 
components is truly beneficial. The electronic components that could be added include:  

1. Solar Panel  
2. Heating Pad 
3. Fan 
4. Humidity and Temperature Feedback Controller  

 
By adding any of these components, the overall cost of the system will increase. The 
team feels that these components are not really a necessity for the prototype to work. 
The main benefit of adding them would be to heat the system at night or when the sun 
is blocked by the clouds. The team recommends focusing on all of the other feedback 
from the Constructive Feedback on the Prototype table before investigating whether 
these components are worth adding. If future teams do decide to investigate adding a 
humidity and temperature feedback controller, it is recommended to talk to Dr. Joel 
Paulson (contact info listed in people talked to).  
 
Secondly, the team recommends that more quantitative success metrics are developed 
for the project. When in-country, it was considered that breaking the okra in half would 
be an appropriate indication of whether or not it was truly dried. If breaking the okra 
made it snap, it was labeled as dry enough, but when the dried okra was brought back, 
it developed mold in its plastic bag. Whether this was a correlation to the snap method 
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or the introduction of water into the bag is unclear however it is still recommended to 
develop these metrics. Outlined below are some potential ways developed to establish 
success metrics. 
 
Metric 1: Oven Dried Okra  
The goal of this test is to quantitatively establish what is considered fully dry. The team 
considers oven drying fully drying the okra because it is a controlled and monitored 
environment.  
 
Procedure:  

1. Cut okra for drying and weigh it 
2. Use an online resource to determine how long and at what temperature the okra 

should be dried at in the oven 
3. Weigh the oven-dried okra 
4. Compare the start and finish weight. The percent reduction of weight is what you 

should strive to achieve with the solar drier.  
 
Metric 2: Will It Regain Sliminess?  
As mentioned earlier, Ghanaians like the sliminess of okra. This test aims to see if the 
dried okra will regain its slimy texture after having been dried. This experiment will 
utilize both qualitative and quantitative means of determining sliminess. When feeling 
the wetted okra this will be a qualitative assessment. Weighing the okra before and after 
wetting will determine how well the dried okra uptakes water, which theoretically should 
allow the substance to feel slimy.  
 
Procedure 

1. Weigh a portion of the oven dried okra  
2. Let soak in water for a few hours 
3. Pat dry the wet okra (so you’re not feeling the water on the surface and mistaking 

it as sliminess)  
4. Feel the okra with your hands 
5. Reweigh wet okra 
6. Repeat steps 1-4 as necessary  

 

As future teams continue forward in the project, this team recommends outlining tests in 
a similar fashion as detailed above to help keep track of the testing subject and 
conditions, and if the method chosen could be more effective.  

Some other aspects that this team believes will need success metrics are reduction of 
humidity within the drier and increase of temperature within the drier. The team should 
invest in a temperature and humidity gauge that can be used in the unit as a means of 
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qualitatively measuring these changes to determine the effectiveness of the changes 
made. Here is a link to the gauge that this team purchased:  

https://www.lowes.com/pd/AcuRite-Digital-Weather-Station/1000162483 

In addition, this team believes that there could be a better way of determining the 
sanitation level of the dried food produced. When drying the food, it is critical to ensure 
that as much bacteria is eliminated as possible. The team does not know what is 
considered a safe level of bacteria in dried foods, but they suggest doing further 
research on determining that. When investigating this, be sure to also look into bacterial 
spores as well since they can be just as harmful as the bacteria themselves.  

Lastly, the team believes that if time permits, methods of improving storing food should 
also be investigated. Improving food storage methods can also help increase the shelf 
life of food, but the team feels that this should only be investigated after the changes to 
the prototype are successfully implemented. If there is no time to investigate this, there 
is no need to worry, but included this as a recommendation just in case the prototype 
improvements were completed early on.  
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A Final Note From the Authors  
As we come to the conclusion of this report, the team wanted to leave behind a final 
piece of advice: 
 
“The solution will not always solve every problem the community has. Focus on making 

the solution better than what they currently have in place, and as good and safe as it 
can be.” 

-Dr. Barbara Kowalcyk  
 
While we were developing our prototype we hit many walls. Many times we felt it was 
impossible to develop a solution that would address all the issues at hand. If you 
happen to run into this scenario, worry not. This is a natural occurrence when working 
on an engineering project. Failed ideas are still important progress, and should not deter 
you. We had to switch our main idea for our prototype a month out from our departure, 
and we still managed to pull it together. Lean on your teammates for support, and work 
together to develop something that takes the community’s needs into account and is 
better than what the community currently has. If you do that, your project will have been 
a success.  
 
We wish you all the best as you begin your journey on continuing this project. If at any 
point you have any questions or would like advice, please do not hesitate to email any 
of us. Have fun with it, and safe travels! :) 
 
Best Wishes, 

Meera Narayan - narayan.49@osu.edu 

Leila Akberdin - akberdin.1@osu.edu 

Joseph Westover - westover.27@osu.edu 
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Appendix A: In-depth reasoning for Choosing which 
Method of Preservation to Pursue 
First, the team decided to rule out the use of chemical additives due to the negative 
health effects and unsustainability of the method. Many of these chemical additives 
have adverse health effects. According to EWG, “BHT has also been shown to cause 
developmental effects and thyroid changes in animals, suggesting that it may be able to 
disrupt endocrine signaling” (EWG, 2014). Based on this information, the team felt that 
these additives were unsafe to add to the dried foods. In addition, by adding a chemical 
to the drying process, this would continually need to be replenished. Since many of 
these additives are synthetically made, they would need to be imported. In addition, the 
Ghanaians do not like the taste of chemically altered food, and this method would not 
be preferable to their wants.The team felt that this was not an appropriate solution, and 
decided to discard it as an area of exploration. 

For similar reasoning, the team decided to rule out pickling. The vinegar used in pickling 
leaves behind a very pungent taste, and since the taste of the food would be altered, 
the team felt that the Ghanaians would not enjoy the final product, and thus decided this 
was not an appropriate solution.  

Smoking was ruled out because the temperature used by the fire was not controllable, 
and could potentially cook the food versus drying the food to make it last longer. In 
addition, the smoke used imparts a flavor on the food. The team felt that since this 
method wasn’t controllable and would also alter the taste that this was not a solution 
that warranted further investigation.  

Additionally, the team also decided that creating a technology that was as off-the-grid as 
possible was important because of the unreliability of electricity in Kpando. Therefore, 
the idea of using traditional electric dehydration technology was ruled out because the 
technology requires electricity to be used and electricity is not always available within 
the community. Additionally, the machinery of a traditional electric dehydrator is more 
complex and thus if it were to break down, someone would need to be properly trained 
on how to fix and maintain it. This, along with the fact that the parts to fix the machine 
would not be available in-country caused the team to focus on other more accessible 
methods of preservation. 

For similar reasons, canning was also ruled out. The technology required to create an 
environment that would prevent botulism spore growth would require an electrical input. 
In addition, the pieces used in this machinery were considered irreplaceable in-country. 
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Lastly, the team also was concerned that if the machinery was improperly used that it 
would lead to a product that could be more dangerous than the initial produce. For 
example, if the correct temperature and pressure were not held for the proper amount of 
time, botulism spores could remain in the can, and cause someone to get extremely ill. 
These several concerns are why the team ruled this out as a potential avenue for a 
solution.  

Furthermore, since blanching is relatively simple, the team heavily considered it for 
further investigation, however, ultimately the team was concerned that this may be too 
lengthy of a step in the drying process. It has the potential to be reviewed in the future, 
but was not explored further within our scope. 

As for the notion of Fresh Paper, while this method is incredibly eco-friendly, the ability 
to create a freshpaper like technology may be difficult to implement in the country. 
However, the team believed it would be beneficial to look into how natural additives may 
help increase shelf-life and whether or not these additives can be replicated in the 
country.  

On the same note, the team heavily considered using silica gel as a means to increase 
the shelf-life of stored foods as well. The team valued this method of increased 
preservation over chemical additives since this silica chemical is reusable and is safer 
to use. Additionally, the team felt that the silica or spice method could be combined with 
other methods of preservation to increase shelf-life. 

Some of these other combinations of methods included looking closer at the smart 
packaging system. Developing a storage system for short term storage of fresh fruits 
and vegetables that controls oxygen concentrations appears to be a promising method 
for food preservation. “Active” packaging seemed to be a reasonable method for this 
team to pursue however “smart” and “intelligent” packaging was thought to be out of the 
scope of this course due to the level of complication and the legal requirements. The 
team felt exploring using the previously discussed silica gel packets or spices in an 
active packaging storage set-up would help solve the problem of maintaining the 
freshness of fruits and vegetables at the marketplace, and during the transportation 
from the fields to the market.  

Additionally, adding a solar cooling or zero-energy component to a short term, active 
storage container is a promising idea. Because the zero-energy fridge is very simple to 
construct, it can easily be incorporated into a container design.  

Lastly, the team felt that solar drying would also be a viable option as a preservation 
method for the community. A solar oven would be able to last the community a life-time 
so this would be a one-time investment. Since there are little to no moving parts, 
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maintenance on the device would be minimal. As mentioned above, the team has found 
schematics for a solar oven that would work in higher humidities, and the team believed 
that this method would have been plausible in Ghana.  
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Appendix B: Full Interview Notes 
 
12/30 
During the rainy season (may-october) they use rain water for irrigation but in the dry 
(hamatan) season they use lake water.  
Signs of Hamatan: 

-Rain will stop after 30 min  
-The ground will dry up. 

Planting: 
-Local Farmers get seeds from either successful farmers or they go to accra to 

buy seeds. 
-Fully clear the ground before planting 
-Men plant okra by hand  
-Use 8-9 people every 3 days 
-Different types of seed 

*angola most popular type 
-1.5-3 months for okro to be ready to harvest 
-They change their crop location based on the flooding of the river and that is 

what they consider crop rotation 
Harvesting: 

-Women come for 4-5 days to harvest 
-They use a knife to cut okra off 
-After it's cut, they put it into baskets and send it to the market 
-Local women are really effective to harvest the okra. 
-Local women Paid 10 Cedi to harvest 
-3-4 day intervals for picking 

Transportation: 
-Wives take it to the market or outsiders 
-They take the crops to accra, ho, and the market 
-Go straight to Kpando Market or Kojay Market, if not then okro? 

Selling: 
-Farmers like the dry season because okra is scarce so they make more money 

since it is now more expensive and there is less of it. 
Storage: 

-They don't preserve the okra 
-Okra lasts 4-5 days after harvesting before spoiling 

Frustrations: 
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-Plant disease 
-Nematodes, no way to prevent but it does kind of help if they rotate the crops. 

Farmer Priorities: 
-Okra that yields the most at a time 
-Believes "Okro farming is a necessity. It is a good job and some people enjoy it 

but for him he considers it a necessity" 
-Farmers take courses when it rains in the irrigation office. 

 
Garden Eggs 

-Grown in the rainy season 
-Very tedious process 
-need to employ 10-25 people 
-takes a really long time to harvest and is more difficult than okro 
-2-3 months to harvest garden egg 
-spoil quicker then okro and within three days they are ripe. 
-different prices in the different seasons right now in dry season you can spend 

50 cedi on a basket of okro. 
 

 
*not a big market to sell dried okra 
*would not be economically feasible to dry okra themselves because the farmers have 
so much fresh okra 
 
Interview with Okro 

-most communities have middle men 
-store the okro in storage rooms in 50kg sacks 
-it is more common to dry the okro in the north but less common in kpando due to 

the taste 
-okro takes one week to dry in the sun 
-from May-August you cant dry anything 
-between the buying of the seeds and planting them the farmers do seed taste 

tests through the germination to understand if thats the seed they want for okro 
-farmers, when theyre growing okra use weed control, fertilizer, and pesticides 
-farmers sometimes don't listen to the advice they give  
-lots of farmers dry their produce  
-people may not like the taste of dried okra 
-garden egg is not dried because it loses nutrients so thats why they only do 

canning 
-no tech for canning in kpando but he thinks people would be interested in this 
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-tomatos, peppers, and onions can be dried and powdered as well. 
-you can tell okra is dry because it becomes brittle 
-if women are the farmers they do everything 
-but both men and women sell the okro 
-growing is typically a mans job 
-hoing is a mans job 
-planting is a female job 
-weed control and irigation are male jobs  
-harvesting is mostly female 
-middlemen are mostly female 
-3 hands per acre for vegetable farm 
-things to improve on for design: 

+aluminum insulation (agava sheet?) 
+more holes at the top 
+thinks it would be better to use at the farmer level 
+could maybe be made of galvanized steel 

 
 
1/1 
1st interview: 
-They eat okra very often 
 
How they buy: 
1. Buy 
2. Wash 
3. Cut 
4. Slice 
5. Use fire to cook 
5A. Longer amount of time cooked makes the okra softer / the less green it becomes 
 
Who buys the okra? 
-The women  
 
Another breakdown of how they cook the okra: 
1. Boil water 
2. Put in for 5 minutes yields very green okra 
 
They buy dried okra only when no fresh okra -> like the fresh taste 
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Use dried okra for soup 
 
Only buy dry okra powdered  
-said would soak the moisture out 
 
Only buy as much okra as need for the day 
-don't dry okra at home 
 
Like dried green leaf 
-they dry this themselves 
-leave in room indoors for 3 days 
 
They weren't interested in sun drying 
 
Purchase less okra in dry season cause more expensive 
 
She has a small okra garden for dry season  
-harvests every 3 days 
-gets water from river (~10 min walk)  
 
Would not want to dry her own okra 
-Why? -> didn't like the taste 
-BUT would dry to sell her extras that would spoil  
 
Get okra seeds at the market easily  
 
Use leaf okra-life plant when not growing okra  
 
Okra is her favorite vegetable 
 
Women usually own their own garden 
 
Eat okra with banku and fufu  
 
Keep it boiling for 3 days  
 
Only harvest when using immediately 
 
Her, her mom, and sister do all the concept-map steps 
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Interview 2: 
Concept-map: 
1 Takes moto to the market to buy 
2 Buys fish, meat, spices, okra all at once 
3 Comes back home  
4 Cooks (sometimes not chop into pieces, sometimes breaks in half)  
 
Buy Okro from the market 
use okro a lot in cooking 
Yes he buys dry okro 
Buys it anytime (wet or dry season) 
Uses both wet and dry okro for variety 
prefer dry okra in the dry season-less expensive than fresh okro 
at night they put okro on the roof, dew will fall on it to keep it fresh 
only cut what they will use 
some okra still get hard despite roof process- throws those out 
he has a fridge 
don't save it for more than 3-4 days 
only buy about what they'll use  
soak- put in soup mix, shake poweder, stir 
dry okro loses texture when rehydrated 
they use the ripest vegetables first and use the rest the next day etc 
wife does the food shopping and cooking 
sometimes husband does the cooking 
buy all parts of dish at same time 
plan in house but can change plans at market 
not always into smaller pieces 
farms yam, maize, cassava 
farm is far from home 
things rot in the field due to lack of manpower 
not interested in drying 
some sellers come to the farm, some the wife sends to the market 
particular places to purchase dried okro 
 
 
 
 
Interview 3:  
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has an outdoor kitchen 
ties okro in a wrapper for 2-3 days, throws it out if it's hard 
Uses okra 
Prefers fresh 
Fresh okra is more expensive 
 
How they cook:  
Boil water -> add pepper -> steam meat -> add okra 
 
Have to powder dried okra 
-easity to find dried okra in the market 
 
Spray okra every 3 days with chemical  
-This was too much for her to do so she stopped farming okra 
 
Would like to dry okra on own if device could dry it in 3-4 days 
-likes dry cause says less chemicals 
-lot of chemical pesticide 
 
Lot of farmers use pesticide 
She goes to marktet to buy and she cooks everything 
 
She dries pepper to prevent it from going bad  
-put inside at night 
-leave outside on an uncovered rod  
 
 
Last day 1/2/20: 
1st interview 
 
Make-tool notes:  
Yellow dots on make-tool were not common in their village 
Use smoking the most (they use it for fish and meat)  
They buy canned mushrooms at the store -> they don't can themselves 
They salt the fish and meats (preserves it w/out needing to cook it)  
Do not like chemical preservation -> said bad for health 
 
Prototype demo:  
She would use this design 
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Said ours is faster than what they use to dry likes that it keeps bugs out 
Liked that flies won't be able to lay eggs on food in the drier 
Would be interested in using this for fish 
She would powder the dried okra to put on top of her soup  
She wouldn't eat it as a chip 
Would the slimy texture come back when rehydrated>  
-They like the slimy texture 
 
They liked the dried mango 
-Said taste & flavor was still there 
-Would be interested in drying their own mango 
 
At the market sometimes they add ashes from their fires when people at the market dry 
it 
-This helps remove moisture 
-Also alters the color (makes it darker)  
 
She would use dried okra regularly  
She would try to sell her dried okra  
-She can't use all her okra 
-So she would dry the rest  
 
Size of our design was good 
 
She though 150 cedi was afordable  
 
Stuff fell off the shelf when we pulled it out 
 
They need further testing to see if need another ramp 
2 shelf model was enough space to preserve all her okra 
There could be people in town who could build this if they were given a diagram 
Someone could make our driers as a business  
They would be willing to wipe off the ramp dust daily 
Doesn't like that the food fell off the shelf when we pulled it out 
-Put walls on the shelf -> similar to a baking pan (see image I type out below) 
 
new wire mesh design -> \_________/ 
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If she had the dryer she would prepare the soup less bc she doesn't have to go to the 
market to buy dried okra  
->rn she makes soup for 3 days buy throws out wasted soup  
 
She could make less soup & make it fresh  
This could help her save money at the market 
Not concerned about bugs chewing through wood  
Thinks our desing is high enough off ground that bottom wouldn't get wet & mess up 
food 
-Should we waterproof outside of drier?  
 
Interview 3: 
Make-tool: 
Ground is made mostly of sand -> would that require a special type of wheel?  
Canning - still add some chemicals, so still concerned 
Pickling - don't like the taste of vinegar 
Chemical drying - bad for health -> no go for them 
 
Prototype showing: 
Want more space inside -> so can dry more 
Want a cover to protect the device from rain 
Would eat dried okra more often from our device 
-they like that our okra is still green 
-market's okra is black from the ash  
 
If bigger drier, they would pay >200 cedi 
Also want to use this to dry fish  
-I'm concerned with fish bacteria being near raw produce :/ 
 
Would powder their dried okra & spread on soup 
Worried it might break while traveling if bought as a whole 
Prefer an unscrewed model kit that can assemble at home 
Like dried garden egg 
-Fresh spoils in 3 days 
-Would rehydrate it 
 
If 300 cedi, they would still pay if had solar panel and could dry it at night 
 
They like dried/fried okra & dried mango 
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They think this would help them during the dry season  
They would store the dried food in a wrapper 
 
Interview 2 
smoking wood from farm 
salting is on the lesser expensive sides of preservation 
fridge uses more money 
canning- uses chemicals 
chemicals are bad 
Money/cost was the major concern for good, bad, expensive ranking 
Advantage to the prototype: not open drying, fly protection 
 
Suggestions: 
Stand should be taller 
more drying than this- larger amount 
larger dimensions overall- higher capacity 
more shelves 
can use cassava pieces 
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